
CULTURE 

HISTORICAL 
OVERVIEW 
The local cultural tradition of Tepatlaxco seems to hove 
developed early representations of Tia/oc, the storm 
god. lt is interesting to note the degree of strategic 
planning in establishing the settlement near the Atoyac 
River, with defensive concerns underlying its location 
on the slopes of a hi/1 between two ravines, and the 
planned layout of its ceremonial oreas. These factors 
suggest the prominent role p/ayed by an established, 
we/1-organized priestly class in selecting and building 
the center. Furthermore, evidence of trade contacts 
with West Mexico suggest the site's importance at its 
peak 

The site might hove been superseded by other 
larger ceremonial centers, such as Xochitécatl and 
Tlalancaleca "La Pedrera," which could explain 
its limited development as a result of its location 
between these other settlements. Later, its inhabitants 
abandoned the site, without leaving any indication of 
the language spoken there. 

GETREADYTO 
EXPLORE 
Notice the distribution of the structures that formed the core 
ofthis ancient settlement You can see the site is situated on 
the slopes ofTotolqueme Hill, nestled in an enclosure formed 
by the ravine of El Lindero to the west and that of San Miguel 
to the east The site offers a sweeping panorama of the lands 
around the site: the volcanoes Popocatépetl and lztaccíhuatl, 
the mountain La Malinche, the former Hacienda of Chautla, 
the archaeological site of Xochitécatl, as well as Mendocinas 
and Totolqueme hills. Finally, the archaeological site embodies 
the convergence of culture and nature, where visitors can 
see ancient architectural remains and local flora and fauna 
characteristic of the region. 

MAIN ATTRACTION 

9 Mound A 
When you enter the site from the town of San Cristóbal Tepatlaxco 
you can see the great hill known as Totolqueme to the north and 
at the summit, a prominent mound that must have served asan 
astronomical observatory. In the archaeological site, three major 
platforms domínate the core: Mound A, which measures 36 m at the 
base by g m in height, might have served as a "palace" as alluded to in 
the site's place name. Remains of a fragmented floor of burned mud 
and stone were found at the top of this pyramidal platform. An empty 
cist was found here, measuring 2 m in length by 1.20 m in width, and 
So cm deep. Beside it stands the East Talud (sloping wal 1), with a base 
measuring about 60 m by g m in height Another major structure is 
Mound 5, which seems to be superimposed on the Talud. 
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ARCHITECTURE 

The ceremonial zone is composed of nine platforms 
ranging from 25 m to 9.0 m in height. lt is believed they 
served residential and ceremonial functions. Sloped 
terraces on a different leve/ from the ravines were 
probably planned to avoid flooding, while a/so serving 
social, religious, and commercial purposes. 

The inhabitants used a variety of construction materials, 
including limestone blocks, river stones, slabs, mud, 
terracotta, and some type of mortar. Some of its 
innovations seem to hove been the use of wa/1 surfacing 
resembling stucco that covered the pyramidal platforms, 
and mud floors such as those found on the top of 
Mound A, terraces, and patios. 

AND WHILE YOU'RE 
THERE 

Try to identify the structures forming the ancient 
settlement. 

Visualize the extension of the ceremonial zone. 

Find the walls of the "ballcourt" referred to in the site's 
place name. 

Stand in the passage between Mound A and the East 
Talud, looking southward, you can see Mendocinas Hill 
and to the north, Totolqueme Hill. 

lf you stand at the middle of Mound A, above the East 
Talud and clap your hands, you can hear the echo as the 
sound reverberates off the platform. 
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CEREMONIAL 
AREA 

AND DON'T MISS ... 

• Attending the annual celebration of the day of Santa Cruz 
(the Holy Cross) on the summit of Totolqueme Hill. 

• Going to the town's annual fair on July 25. 

• Seeing the traditional dances performed in February in the 
nearby town of San Matías Tlalancaleca. 

• Tasting the region's delicious chiles en nogada, stuffed 
Pueblan peppers in a creamy nut sauce, in August and 
September. 

• lf you like adventure, outdoor activities, and culture, climb 
to the top of Totolqueme Hill, where you can see the 
magnificent landscapes of the Val ley of Puebla to the south 
and the state of Tlaxcala to the north. Don't forget to visit 
Mound A, the East Talud, and Mound B, the largest structures 
at the site. Note the defensive location of the ceremonial 
zone, protected by the surrounding ravines. Delight in the 
symbiosis of nature and culture and how they have coexisted 
in the context of Tepatlaxco since ancestral times. 
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